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The boundary singularities of the self-energy of an electron for the absolute temperature T equal to 
zero and their influence on the nature of the one-electron excitations of the metal at low temperatures 
are studied in a model of a metal with an electron-phonon interaction. In this connection it is not 
assumed that the metal is necessarily a superconductor at low temperatures. It is shown that even 
in the zero-order approximation (second-order perturbation theory) the real part of the electron's 
self-energy ~<o> at T = 0 may contain boundary singularities of the type x ln x which lead to a 
deviation of the analytic properties of the one-electron Green's function from the properties result
ing from the Lehmann expansion. Taking account of the sum of the main sequence for ~ does not 
change this result. The observed anomalies in the analytic properties of the one-electron Green's 
function are explained by a violation of the adiabatic hypothesis. It is assumed that in the case under 
consideration the violation of the adiabatic hypothesis is a consequence of the presence of a tendency 
for the metal to undergo a phase transition into the superconducting state. 

As is well known, at low temperatures certain metals 
and alloys pass into the super conducting state. Many 
articles have been devoted to an investigation of the 
properties of superconductors and to a deduction of the 
fundamental relations in the theory of superconductivity. 
However there are a number of questions which the 
existing theory in its present state of development does 
not satisfactorily explain. In particular, the reasons ob
structing the transition of good metals into the super
conducting state are not clear. 

In order to clarify this question physically, a sys
tematic investigation is carried out in which it is not 
assumed that the metal necessarily undergoes a transi
tion into the superconducting state at low tempera
tures. In particular, an investigation of the spectrum 
of the electronic excitations of a metal at low tempera
tures is of interest, for the purpose of finding certain 
'indications that in a number of cases a change of the 
ground state of the electronic liquid is possible. It is 
natural that the results obtained in this connection can 
be valid only in the capacity of criteria for the occur
rence of superconductivity. 

Below the, question involves the spectrum of the 
electronic excitations of a metal in a model having an 
electron-phonon interaction. The electron-phonon in
teraction in metals has been investigated ear tier, for 
example, in[ 1] under the assumption that the metals 
are not superconductors. However, in this connection 
the possibility of the emergence of the so-called bound
ary singuhirities in the self-energy of the electron was 
not taken into consideration, and the results of[ 1l do 
not reach the conclusion that in a number of cases the 
analytic properties of the one-electron Green's func
tion at T = 0 contain an indication of the violation of 
the adiabatic hypothesis. 

It is well known that a number of different types of 
singularities are possible in the Feynman integrals 
which arise in the usual way in perturbation theory; 
these are a consequence of a singularity of the inte
grands.[2l Below the question involves one class of 
singularities of Feynman integrals-the boundary 
singularities.£2•31 Here boundary singularities are to 
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be understood as the singularities of a multiple inte
gral, which depend on external parameters for values 
of the latter at which the regions of singularity of the 
integrand occupy a "critical" position relative to the 
boundary of the region of integration. Besides the 
usual boundary singularities[s] such a definition also 
includes singularities associated with contact of the 
regions of singularity of the integrand with the bound
aries of the region of integration. The singularities 
which lead to the well-known Kahn effect[ 4l are an ex
ample of the second type of boundary singularities. In 
fact the singularities of Feynman integrals need not be 
purely boundary with regard to their origin; however, 
here it is precisely boundary effects which are of in
terest. 

In the case of a system of nonrelativistic interacting 
partie les the boundary singularities are a reflection of 
the characteristic features of the interactions of the 
particles, due to such common factors for many sys
tems as the periodic nature of the structure of the 
crystals and the presence of a minimum wavelength of 
the lattice vibrations in crystals, and the Pauli exclu
sion principle for particles obeying Fermi-Dirac sta
tistics. 

Since the nature of the occurrence of boundary 
singularities is common for many physical systems, 
boundary singularities must be associated with certain 
general properties of the latter. In particular, an in
vestigation of their role in the occurrence of supercon
ductivity is of interest. Investigation of this role is 
possible in principle in a model with any interaction 
which leads to Cooper pairing of the electrons. How
ever, since an isotope effect exists for the majority of 
pure superconductors, apparently it is advisable to 
study the connection between boundary singularities 
and the occurrence of superconductivity in a model of 
a metal with an electron-phonon interaction. 

The real part of an electron's self-energy ~ at 
T = 0 already contains boundary singularities in the 
zero-order approximation (second-order perturbation 
theory). In spite of the fact that singularities in the 
electron's self-energy for T = 0 are also possible in 
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principle in higher orders of perturbation theory, a 
separate examination of the boundary singularities of 
E101 makes sense in connection with the possibility of a 
direct calculation of E 1 01 under certain assumptions. 
An estimate indicates that the effects, which the pres
ence of boundary singularities in Eco> lead to, remain 
even upon taking account of the sum of the main se
quence for E. 

1. An ideal, homogeneous metal is considered with 
the absolute temperature T = 0. Only the interaction of 
the electrons in the metal with longitudinal phonons is 
considered. The real part of the electron's mass oper
ator has the following form in the zero-order approxi
mation: 

~<'>(k e)= g'- C~.!:!!__{ 1-n•-• + nt-r } (1) 
' J (2n)' 2 e-e._,-w, e-eo-r+wr ' 

where the usual notation is used: g is the coupling 
constant for the interaction of the electrons with longi
tudinal phonons in the metal, Ek and wf are the dis
persion laws for electrons and phonons, nk is the oc
cupation number of the states with a given wave vector 
for the electrons with T = 0 in the absence of any in
teraction with the phonons, and k and f are wave vec
tors. 

In the isotropic case with a quadratic dispersion law 
for the electrons, Ek = ak2 and in the Debye model for 
the phonons, the integral in Eq. (1) can be evaluated in 
closed form. Evaluation shows that the real part of the 
electron's mass operator (1) contains singularities of 
the type x ln x. The equations for the lines in the plane 
of the variables k and e on which these singularities 
occur have the following form in the most interesting 
region I k - kF I < fo: 

1. e-wo-a(/D+k)'=O, 

2, E ± WD- U(/D- k)' = 0, k + kp;;;;, /D 

k + kF.:;;; /D, 
3, e±•WD-8F=0, k+k,;a,jD, 

4. e± s(k + k,)- e,=O, k+ k,.:;;; /D, 
5. e±s(k-k,) -eF=O. 

Here EF and kF denote the energy and modulus of 
the wave vector of the electron on the Fermi surface in 
the absence of any interaction with the phonons ( E F 
= akF), wo and fo are the limiting frequency and wave 
vector of the phonons in the Debye model (wo = sfo). 
The derivatives of E101 (k, e) with respect to e and 
with respect to k (except lines 3) have singularities of 
the type ln x on lines 1 through 5. 

The singularities of E(b1(k, e) on lines of the type 1 
through 5 are possible not only in the isotropic case in 
the Debye model. In the general case the singularities of 
of E 101 appear at those values of e and k at which the 
region of singularity of the integrand (1) touches the 
boundary of the region of integration, determined by the 
Brillouin zone and the Fermi surface, displaced by the 
vector k in momentum space, or it passes through one 
of the corner points of the Brillouin zone or the inter
section of the Brillouin zone with the Fermi surface, 
shifted by the vector k in momentum space. It should 
however be noted that in the general case the form 
x2 ln x is more characteristic for the boundary singu
larities of E101 associated with the corner points of 
the boundaries of the region of integration. The form 

x ln x for this type of boundary singularity in the case 
under consideration (on the lines 3)-is a consequence 
of isotropy. 

2. Near the Fermi surface in the quasi-particle 
approximation the spectrum of the elementary excita
tions of the electronic liquid is determined from the 
equation: 

e- e,- ~<'>(k, e)= 0. (2) 

Since WD « EF, under reasonable assumptions with 
regard to the interaction constants the line 1 does not 
intersect the mass surface, the lines 3-5 intersect the 
mass surface near the Fermi surface, and line 2 inter
sects it near k2 ~ fo/2. 

Near the singularities on lines 2-4 

a~<'>(k, e) I ae > o, 
which leads to a nonunique dependence of e on k. As an 
example the form of the dependence of e on k near the 
points e', k' of intersection of the lines 3, 4 with the 
mass surface (without the fine details due to the ano
malies of BE 101/&k on lines 4) is shown in Fig. 1. Here 
for definiteness it is assumed that the branches of 
e(k), containing the points of intersection of the lines 
of singularity of E101 with the mass surface, do not 
intersect. Near k~, e~ 

(O) 

a~ (k,e) ;:::::- ~fn'ln ~8-BF±wn\ 
8e 8:t2 UF Wn ' 

(3) 

(4) 

Values of the derivatives of E with respect to k are 
presented for the branches containing points of inter
section of lines 3-4 with the mass surface. These 
branches occupy an interval ll in the energy 

L\CBJ ~ 2wD exp{- ~;::}, 

{ 8n'u,. } (5) 
1\(~ ~.2WDeXp - g'(2k,)' • 

Since aE 101/ae > 1 for the branches under considera
tion, the poles of the Fourier components of the elec
tronic Green's function corresponding to these branches 
are located in the upper half of the complex energy 
plane for e ~ EF + wo (e ~ EF + s(k +kF)) and in the 
lower half plane for e ~ EF- wo (e ~ EF- s(k + kF)). 

FIG. I 
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As will be shown below, a similar situation (the pres
ence of segments of the mass surface on which 
aRe ::E/at: > 1) remain even upon taking account of the 
sum of the main sequence for ::E. This is in contradic
tion with the analytic properties which follow from the 
Lehmann expansion for the one-electron Green's func
tion (this assertion is valid for aRe ~/at: > 1 irre
spective of the dependence of the behavior of the imag
inary part of ~, since here either the position of the 
poles is anomalous or the behavior of the imaginary 
part of the Green's function is anomalous), and this is 
an indication of a violation of the adiabatic hypothesis. 
The state obtained from the ground state of an ideal 
electron-phonon system without interaction with the 
aid of adiabatic switching-on of the interaction is not 
the ground state, and therefore is not stable. 

The nature of the changes introduced into the spec
trum of the electronic excitations by the singularities 
on lines 2 is of a much finer scale due to the presence 
of the factor s/VF which appears simultaneously in 
the derivatives of ~<o> with respect to t: and with re
spect to k. The same also pertains to the singularities 
on lines 5. Taking account of the higher-order terms 
in the perturbation-theoretic series for ~ leads to a 
smoothing out of these changes. 

3. As already mentioned, the electron's self-energy 
~ also has boundary singularities in the higher order 
terms of perturbation theory. The main contribution to 
the anomalies on lines of the type 3, 4 for tb.e terms of 
~ is contained in the sequence of diagrams having 
polarization loops (see Fig. 2). The term of interest 
here, the real part of the sum of this sequence, has the 
following form: 

d'* 
Re ~F(k, e)= -g' f (2n), n•-• rol 

X {(e- Bt-r)'- ror'(1 + Re II<'l(e- Bt-r, f))} 
x{[ (e- llt-r)'- ror'(1 + Re rr<'l(e- e._., f))]' 

+ CJlr'(Im IIC'l(e- Bt-h f)]'}-', 

where n°(w, f) is the polarization operator in the zero
order approximation; the remaining notation is the 
same as in Eq. (1). In the isotropic case and for the 
Debye model one can represent Re ~F(k, t:) in the 
form 

roln If D• k+kFl 
. g•s• (' 

Re ~F(k, e)=~ J f"df-
lt vk k-kF 

!-IF 

(' d y2 -s2/'(1-f-Reii<0l(y,f)) 
X J y [y' -s'/'(1 + Reii<•l(y, /)))' + s'/4 [1mii<•>(y, /))'' (7) 

c-e.k-1 

Since the quantity 1m n<o>""' s/vF for w""' wn and 
for f ""' fn, one would expect that taking account of the 
sum of the sequence of diagrams for ::E with polariza
tion loops does not significantly change the results of 
Sec. 2. In fact, this is obvious for large interaction 
constants. For small interaction constants (such that 
1 + Re n< 01 (w, f) does not differ appreciably from unity 
for w""' wn, f""' kF), an estimate with the replacement 

_o--··· .... 
p '~ 

\ 

FIG. 2 

of Re 'IJ"(Ol( sfn, f) by Re 'IJ"(Ol(sfn, fo) and without tak
ing account of the cutoff factor in 1m n< 01 ( w, f) leads to 
the following expression for the derivative of 
Re ~F(k, t:) with respect to t: near t:F ± sfo for k 
+ kF > fn: 

iJ Re ~F(k, e) g'fo' 1 
iJe :;::: - 16n'v, 1+Reii<'l(s/o,/v). 

X { ln [ [ ( e :DeF )'- (1 + Re II<'>(s/v, lo)) r + [Im II<'l(s/v,/o)l'] +~2}' 

where s = s ..J 1 + Re n<b>(sfn, f0 ). 
(8) 

If k + kF < fo, then fn is replaced everywhere by 
k + kF and wn by s(k + kF). Under the assumption 
that fn > k + kF ~':; 2kF, the condition under which 
aRe ~F/Bt: may exceed unity can be represented in 
the following form: 

- 8- < -1-exp{- ..!_}, (9) 
v, ny y 

where y = g2kF/2'1T~F· For fn < k + kF the corre
sponding condition is obtained in analogous fashion. 
For fn ~':; 2kF it agrees with (9). A condition of the 
type (9) determines the lower bound on the interaction 
constant, the value at which violation of the adiabatic 
hypothesis occurs for the system under consideration. 
From (9) it follows that Ymin ~':; 0.195 for s/vF = 10-2 

and Ymin ~':; 0.128 for s/vF = 10-3• An estimate involv
ing the replacement of Re n101 (sfn, f) by 
Re n< 01 (sfn, fo) leads to an overestimated (by 30 to 
40% for s/vF = 10-2, y = }'5) value of aRe ~Flat:. Out 
of the simple estimates, the estimate involving the re
placement of Re n101 (sfn, f) by Re n< 01 (sf0 , fo)(fn/f)2 

is more successful for k + kF > fo ~':; 2kF or k + kF 
< fD (here fn is replaced everywhere by k + kF ). In 
this connection, for large values of f the values of the 
integrand in Eq. (7) are not overestimated so much (at 
the upper limit with respect to y), and for average 
values of f the values are underestimated, which par
tially cancels the error for large values of f. Such an 
estimate leads to an expression for a Re ~F /at: which 
differs from (8) by the absence of the pre-logarithmic 
factor (1 + Re n< 01 (sfn, fo)t 1 • Here the criterion for 
violation of the adiabatic hypothesis takes the form 

- 11-<-1-exp {-_!_- 1}. (10) 
vF ny y 

Ymin ~':; 0.264 for s/vF = 10-2 and Ymin ~':; 0.15 for 
s/vF = 10-3 • 

It is clear that more accurate estimates do not in
troduce anything essentially new. At the same time the 
considered model of a metal is overly simplified, and 
there is no need for greater accuracy. Taking account 
of the cutoff factor in Im n<o> would only lead to the 
vanishing of Ymin· In connection with this, condition 
(10) should be replaced by the following: 

IImii<'l(e- eF, /')I< exp {-1/y-1}, (11) 

where 
, { k + k, for k + k, < I o, 

f = 
fv for k+kF>fo ~ 2kF, 

t: and k are evaluated on the mass surface near the 
maximum of aRe ::EF/at:. 

4. In the temperature technique at low temperatures 
one can also find an indication of the presence of 
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boundary singularities in the electron's self-energy~ 
at T = 0. At a finite temperature the real part of the 
electron's self-energy has the following form in second
order perturbation theory:(sJ 

~<"l(k, e, T) = g'f d'f 3 ~{ 1- n,_, + 'Vr + n•-r + 111 } ' ( 12) 
(2n) 2 e-e._,-w, e-e•-r+wr 

where nk and Vf are the occupation numbers of the 
states with a given wave vector for noninteracting 
electrons and phonons, respectively, at a temperature 
T; the remaining notation is the same as in Eq. (1 ). 
The part ~F101 (k, ~. T) of the mass operator (12) 
which leads to the singularities 3-5 for T = 0 can be 
represented in the form 

:f~'J(k, e, T) = f d6 (- on(sa~ J.t)) ~~~ (k, e, T = 0, 6), (13) 

where 

._,(o)(k T- 0 ) 'f d'j Wr' ~F , E, - , 6 = g --8(6- Ek-r)l-.,----__:::___---,-
(2n)' wr' -(e- E•-r)'' 

{ ( 6-J.t)}-1 n(~-~t)= 1+exp ~ , 8(6)= {~ for 6 > o, 
for 6 < o, 

1J. denotes the chemical potential, and k is Boltzmann's 
constant. 

From (13) it is seen at once that at finite tempera
tures there are no singularities on lines of the types 
3-5. However an estimate indicates that as T - 0 the 
derivatives of ~r1 (k, ~. T) with respect to ~ and with 
respect to k (except for the lines of type 3) behave like 
ln T on lines 3-5. At low temperatures this leads to a 
rearrangement of the spectrum of the electronic exci
tations near the Fermi surface (Fig. 1) and to the ap
pearance of anomalous analytic properties for the one
electron Green's function. The temperature To at 
which the anomalous analytic properties appear is de
termined by the condition 

max{a~<'l(k,s,T,) \ } = 1 
08 •=•<•> . 

(14) 

From Eqs. (3), (4), (13), and (14) it follows that 

<•> { Bn'v.- } ... !lJ { 2n'v .. } To ,_ roDexp --- , 1'0 ,_ roDexp --- . 
g2/D2 g'k..' 

(15) 

The changes introduced into the spectrum of the elec
tronic excitations by the singularities on lines of the 
type 5 would appear only at temperatures which are 
much lower by a factor of ~exp{;\.- 1(vF/s)2 }, i.e., 
since VF >> s and ;\. ~ 1 practically at a temperature 
of absolute zero. Singularities of ~ 101 (k, ~. T) on lines 
of the type 1-2 also exist at a finite temperature. 

In the temperature technique the anomalies of the 
analytic properties of the one-electron Green's func
tion due to the boundary singularities of ~ 101 on the 
lines 2-4 for T = 0 are associated with the fact that 
the considered approximation (12) becomes invalid at 
low temperatures T ~ T0 • In fact the considered ap
proximation (12) is invalid even at rather high tempera
tures because of the singularities of ~<o> on the lines 
2. However, in the considered isotropic model of a 
metal for s « VF these singularities do not lead to 
any physical effects for reasons analogous to the ones 
cited at the end of Sec. 2. Therefore, in fact the ap
proximation (12) can be used down to temperatures 

T ~ To for examination of the circle of questions for 
which the behavior of ~ near line 2 is not essential. 
Apparently the very same is also valid in regard to 
utilization of the approximation (12) at temperatures 
T ~To if the parameters of the system are such that 
violation of the adiabatic hypothesis does not occur. 

It is natural to conjecture that the violation of the 
adiabatic hypothesis which arises in a number of cases 
in the system under consideration is associated with 
the presence of a tendency toward a phase transition of 
the metal into the superconducting state at low tem
peratures. In connection with the validity of this con
jecture the violation of the adiabatic hypothesis and, as 
a consequence, the violation of the analytic properties 
of the one-electron Green's function would be a con
venient criterion for a theoretical investigation of the 
tendency toward a phase transition into a supercon
ducting state for real metals . 

It is well-known that in a system which exhibits such 
a tendency the scattering amplitude of the electrons, 
calculated in the usual diagram technique without taking 
account of the presence of the condensate, has a pole in 
the complex energy plane.raJ At the same time it is ob
vious that the terms of the perturbation-theoretic series 
for the scattering amplitude of the electrons in a pho
non model have boundary singularities which are ana
logous in origin to the ones considered here. In this 
connection an investigation of the conditions under 
which the presence of these boundary singularities 
leads to the appearance of a pole in the total amplitude 
for the scattering of electrons is of interest. 

The presence in the temperature technique of indi
cations concerning the possibility of a violation of the 
adiabatic hypothesis in the system under consideration 
makes it possible to hope for the possibility of finding 
certain rules for the selection of diagrams or for de
coupling the system of equations for the Green's func
tion, which reduce to a correct description of the 
actual state of the system at low temperatures. 

In the model of a metal under consideration here, 
the Coulomb interaction between the electrons is taken 
into account only in the screening of the electron-pho
non interaction. It is clear that taking account of the 
direct electron-electron interaction cannot cancel the 
anomalies of the electron's self-energy for ~ Rj ~F 

± wn. However, taking account of this interaction may 
lead to a smoothing out of such anomalies. In connec
tion with this it is of interest to estimate the influence 
of the screened Coulomb interaction between electrons 
on the criterion for the violation of the adiabatic hy
pothesis in the system under consideration. 
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